We propose a method of controlling the view divergence of data freshness when copies of sites in a replicated database are updated asynchronously. The view divergence of the replicated data freshness is the difference in the recentness of the updates reflected in the data acquired by clients. Our method accesses multiple sites and provides a client with data that reflects all the updates received by the sites. First, we define the probabilistic recentness of updates reflected in acquired data as read data freshness (RDF). The degree of RDF of data acquired by clients is the range of view divergence. Second, we propose a way to select sites in a replicated database by using the probability distribution of the update delays so that the data acquired by a client satisfies its required RDF. This way calculates the minimum number of sites in order to reduce the overhead of read transactions. Our method continues to adaptively and reliably provide data that meets the client's requirements in an environment where the delay of update propagation varies and applications' requirements change depending on the situation. Finally, we evaluate by simulation the view divergence we can control using our method. The simulation showed that our method can control the view divergence to about 1/4 that of a normal read transaction for 100 replicas. In addition, the increase in the overhead of a read transaction imposed by our method is not as much as the increase in the total number of replicas.
Introduction
As computer networks grow, many distributed applications on widely spread computers in a network will share various kinds of data held in datastores and data in telecommunication, decision support, and information-retrieval systems. The shared data is processed using read and update transactions. Applications require high availability, scalability, and a short response time in processing these transactions. Data replication is an effective technique for attaining these properties, especially for data that is mostly read rather than modified. It locates copies of a data object in multiple sites to process transactions from clients. This technique is classified into eager or lazy replication methods [1] . Eager replication achieves one-copy-serializability [2] by using readone-write-all (ROWA) or quorum consensus methods [3] .
Lazy replication [4] - [6] can be further divided into lazy master and lazy group replication. The former has a master replica of each object that can originate an update to the object and can provide ACID (atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability) serializability [1] , [7] . In the latter, any replicas can originate an update. Lazy group replication can be used when transaction processing to achieve the convergence property is possible [1] . One example is an update by a commutative transaction. Lazy replication gradually propagates an update to all the sites as a refresh transaction after the updates have been processed at a site. In this situation, applications require freshness, because they need the most recent possible data [8] . Freshness is defined as the ratio of updated replicas to all replicas [8] . From a client's viewpoint, insufficient freshness causes view divergence of the replicated data, which means divergence of the recentness of an update transaction reflected in the data acquired by clients. Lazy group replication can provide extremely high performance, scalability, and availability by processing update transactions anytime and anywhere [9] . However, a client cannot determine which replica has the most recent copy because updates originate from multiple sites, so the view divergence should be improved in lazy group replication. For example, consider tracking the location of a mobile host in a network when location information is managed at multiple sites. For a computer to communicate with a mobile host, it must know where the host is connected in the network. If we cannot obtain the correct location of a mobile host at the present time, and the locations to which the mobile host moves are managed at each site for only a time period T to reduce the amount of data managed at each site, then the replicated database has to provide the data within T to find a mobile host by tracing the migration path from the obtained location to the present location.
The smaller the delay in update propagation, the smaller the view divergence in the replicated data. However, increasing the number of sites to improve availability and reduce the response time worsens the divergence because the refresh transactions are transmitted little by little into sites to reduce the load for propagating updates from a site to a number of replicas. In addition, the delay in update propagation in a replicated database varies depending on the load at each site, and the freshness required by a client can change depending on the state of applications. Therefore, it is difficult for a replicated database to provide data that meets all the application requirements all the time.
In this paper, we propose a method of controlling the view divergence of replicated data that is asynchronously updated using lazy group replication. Our method accesses multiple sites and provides data to a client that reflects all the updates received by the sites. This method can reliably and Copyright c 2005 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers adaptively control the view divergence by statistically estimating the update delay in an environment where the delay in update propagation varies. First, we define the probabilistic recentness of updates reflected in acquired data as read data freshness (RDF). The degree of RDF of data acquired by clients is the range of the view divergence. Second, we describe a way to select sites in a replicated database by using the probability distribution of the update delay so that data acquired by a client satisfies the required RDF. Data provided to clients is computed using data obtained from selected sites and, if necessary, using recent logs of updates received by each site. To reduce the overhead of read transactions, our method determines the minimum number of sites that must be read to meet the required RDF, assuming that sites are connected by a logical tree structure. Finally, we evaluate by simulation the feasible range of view divergence that can be controlled using our method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our method for controlling view divergence of replicated data. In Sect. 3, we discuss the algorithm used to determine the minimum number of sites that need to be accessed by a client in order to obtain data with the required RDF. In Sect. 4, we evaluate by simulation the range of view divergence that can be controlled using our method. In Sect. 5, we compare our method with related work. We conclude in Sect. 6 by discussing remaining work.
View Divergence Control of Replicated Data
Our method is based on three types of nodes: client, frontend, and replica nodes. The transactions requested by clients are read and updated. An update transaction requested by a client node is sent to a front-end node. The front-end node sends it to one replica node. Then, the update is propagated to all the replica nodes as a refresh transaction. A read transaction requested by a client is also sent to a frontend node. The front-end node sends a read transaction to multiple replica nodes. After the front-end node receives in reply the data and, if necessary, recent logs of updates received by each replica, it calculates data that reflects all the updates received by the accessed replicas by using this information and the timestamps associated with the data. In this way, the front-end node obtains the same data as that contained in a refresh transaction; it then processes the data as a replica node could process a refresh transaction. Our method controls the view divergence by using this calculation process, which depends on the applications or on the definition of consistency. For example, in the case of mobile host location tracking, this calculation is very simple. In this application, a replica node processes updates by replacing old data with a newer update based on the timestamp associated with the data and update transaction. Therefore, the calculation of data reflecting all the updates received by the accessed replicas is done by selecting the latest data among that obtained from the replicas based on their timestamps. For another example, we consider the dictionary system described by Fischer and Michael [4] . In this system, a replica manages a view and a clock. A view is a set of data, and a clock is a set of identical logical times at each site for the data. When the data in replica a is updated, replica a sends both the view and the clock as a refresh transaction to replica b. Replica b can change its own data to reflect all the updates in replicas a and b by using the received view and clock. It does this by using the algorithm described by Fischer and Michael [4] . Therefore, when the front-end node obtains the view and clock from multiple sites, it can calculate data that reflects all the updates in the sites by using the same algorithm.
Here, we explain our approach to selecting replicas to be read by a front-end node for the view divergence control of replicated data. The lazy replication method modifies data in replicas after a front-end node originates an update transaction. As shown in Fig. 1 , the number of replicas with updated data increases as time elapses. In this figure, after front-end node y 1 receives an update from client x 1 , it sends the update to a replica. As time elapses from t 1 to t 3 through t 2 , the number of the updated replicas increases. This increase decreases the number of replica nodes that need to be accessed in order to read the updated data. This decrease corresponds to an increase in the number of elements of the probabilistic intersection between read and write quorums in a probabilistic quorum system [10] with elapsed time.
Because the number of updated replicas increases probabilistically, our method uses the probabilistic recentness of updates reflected in the acquired data, called read data freshness (RDF). The degree of RDF, T p , represents a client's required view divergence. Its formal definition is T p = t c − t if all the updates invoked before time t somewhere in a network are statistically estimated to be reflected in data acquired by a client with probability p, where t c is the present time. This means that if the last update reflected in the acquired data was invoked at t l < t, no updates are invoked between t l and t with probability p. In other words, any updates invoked between t l and t will not arrive at any replicas with probability p. We call data with degree of RDF T p data within T p .
In our method, a client's requirement is specified by the degree of RDF and replica sites accessed by a front-end node are determined based on the specified RDF. A number of combinations of replica sites can meet the required RDF. Because the response time increases as the number of replicas a front-end node has to access increases, the number of replicas accessed should be kept to a minimum. In addition, because there are 2 n − 1 combinations of replicas, where n is the number of replicas, an algorithm is needed to determine the minimum number of replicas that must be accessed without enumerating all the combinations. An effective algorithm for doing this is described in the next section.
Method of Selecting Replicas for Read Transactions

System Architecture
Data replication not only improves scalability and reduces response time in processing transactions, it also improves availability and reliability. First, to control the freshness of data acquired by a client without reducing availability and reliability, we divide replicas into groups. Replicas in the same replica group are synchronously updated by using an eager replication method, such as ROWA, ROWA available, or quorum consensus [3] . Arranging replicas in the same replica group improves reliability, fault-tolerance, and availability. Second, to estimate the update delay simply, we use a tree structure to propagate updates among replica groups. Replica groups form a tree structure by logical links among them. A tree structure can easily cause a loss of connectivity between replica groups due to there being only one path between any pair of replica groups. However, update transactions are fault-tolerantly propagated among replicas because a replica group consists of multiple replicas, as described just above. Update propagation in a tree structure works as follows. An update sent by a front-end node propagates through the links of the tree as a refresh transaction. When a replica node receives an update, it forwards it to all adjacent nodes, except the replica node from which it came. This forwarding is repeated until all replicas have received an update. As described in the previous section, our view divergence control method selects multiple replicas. Because we divide replicas into replica groups, the replica selection process becomes that of selecting replica groups.
Replicas are grouped as shown in Fig. 2 . Replica nodes are represented by small white circles. The large solid and dotted circles represent replica groups, which manage the data using ROWA and quorum consensus, respectively. The groups are connected in a tree structure. When client node x 1 sends an update transaction to front-end node y 1 , y 1 selects replica group A and sends the update to one replica in the group. We assume that replica group A manages data by using ROWA, so y 1 sends the update to the master replica node a 1 , which in turn synchronously updates the data on a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 . It also transmits the update to all adjacent replica groups: B in this example. The data on the replica nodes in group B is updated in the same way. The master b 1 in replica group B transmits the update to groups C and D. We assume that replica group C manages data by using quorum consensus, so c 1 receives the update from B and up- dates the data in the write quorum, which is composed of c 1 , c 2 , and c 4 .
When client node x 2 sends a read transaction to frontend node y 2 , y 2 selects replica groups B and C so that the acquired data meets x 2 's required RDF. Because B and C manage data by using ROWA and quorum consensus, respectively, y 2 reads from one of the replicas in B, in this case b 5 , and from the read quorum composed of c 3 and c 4 in C. Then, y 2 computes data that reflects all the updates received by B and C and sends it to x 2 .
When the values of a data object are read from multiple replica groups, the time to complete a read transaction depends on network delay between a front-end node and the most distant replica group from it. In a tree structure for update propagation, replica groups should be connected depending on the distance among them in order to avoid redundant network delay for update propagation. As a result, the most distant replica group from a front-end node tends to be located as a leaf in a tree structure. When the number of replicas read by a front-end node is minimized, they tend to be located so that each of them is distant from the others. In addition, each of these replicas tends to be distant from leaf replica groups in a tree structure because a non-leaf replica group that receives updates from leaf replica groups within RDF can receive updates from more replica groups than the leaf replica groups. Therefore, because a network area where replica groups selected for read transactions exist tends to be close to the center of a tree structure and small, the maximum network delay from a front-end node tends to be short though minimizing the number of replica groups selected for read transactions does not exactly lead to the minimum network delay from a front-end node. Figure 3 depicts the distance from front-end nodes to the most distant replicas, where a replica represents a replica group. In the figure, R 10 tends to be selected for read transactions because it receives an update within RDF from more replicas than R 1 , R 4 , R 5 and R 7 do. Similarly, R 12 tends to be selected for read transactions because it receives an update within RDF from more replicas than R 13 , R 14 and R 16 do, R 17 than R 19 24 , R 26 , R 28 , R 29 and R 31 are leaf replicas. As a result, front-end nodes F 1 and F 2 can avoid accessing the most distant replica and can decrease the maximum network delay for read transactions because the area where replica groups selected for read transactions exist becomes close to the center of a tree structure and small as shown by the gray area of the figure.
Assumptions
To select replica groups so that the client's required RDF is satisfied, we use the delay in update propagation between replica groups and we assume three conditions. 1. The node clocks are synchronized. 2. The delay in update propagation can be estimated statistically. 3. The time it takes a client to obtain data, T r , is greater than the degree of RDF required by the client, T p .
Condition 1 means that the clocks on a client, a frontend, and replica nodes are synchronized with each other. This is necessary to sample the delay times of message delivery for a read, an update, or a refresh transaction. The synchronization can be achieved by using various methods [11] - [13] .
Condition 2 means that there is regularity in update propagation delay between replicas and we can estimate its upper confidence limit with some probability by using the samples of measured delay times in the past. This means that the probability distribution of update propagation delay at the present time is similar to that for a past period. For example, update propagation delay is caused by the load of replicas and network traffic. The change in network traffic of the Internet tends to periodically repeat similar patterns [14] . Figure 4 shows an example of the regularity of update propagation delay. In this example, because update propagation delay has periodicity, there are periods when the update propagation delay is similar. When there is regularity in the update propagation delay, the present update propagation delay can be estimated through a two-step process. The first step is to find the regularity of update propagation delay using the statistical test of similarity between two populations of update propagation delay. The second step is to calculate the upper confidence limit of update propagation delay. When the regularity in update propagation delay does not change very much in a short time, the execution of the first step becomes much less frequent than that of the second step.
The first step can be accomplished using the MannWhitney U-test [15] , which is a kind of non-parametric statistical test. Let n and m be the number of samples in two different periods. The computational complexity of the Mann-Whitney U-test is O((n + m)
2 ) because it needs to arrange n+m samples in ascending order and then calculate the sum of the ranks of arranged samples in one period, where we used the computational complexity of a quick sort of N samples, or O(N 2 ), as that of the arrangement of samples in ascending order. When the populations of l past periods are compared with each other, l(l − 1)/2 comparisons are needed. Therefore, the total computational complexity of the first step is O(l 2 (n + m) 2 ). In the second step, the upper confidence limit can be calculated by using various statistical estimation methods [15] - [17] . For example, below we briefly explain one of the non-parametric estimation methods [15] - [17] . Let X be an old sample delay time from replica r p to r c . Let X (1) , X (2) , X (3) ,· · ·, X (n) be the order statistics of X. Order statistics are statistics that are rearranged in ascending order [15] . Let Y (1) , Y (2) , Y (3) , · · ·, Y (m) be the order statistics of new samples of the delay time from replica r p to r c . When we arrange the old and new samples in ascending order, the number of combinations is ( n + m m ). Each combination has the same probability of occurring: ( n + m m ) −1 [15] . In the case of our method, m = 1, so the upper limit of the confidence interval of the delay time from r p to r c with probability
, where i is an integer that satisfies i/(n+1) < p ≤ (i+1)/(n+1). This method arranges old samples in ascending order and finds X i+1 . The arrangement of old samples can be achieved by a quick sort and its computational complexity is O(n 2 ). Finding X i+1 simply requires the calculation of (n + 1)p. Therefore, the computational complexity of the second step is O(n 2 ). To obtain data, we need the times for communication between a client and a front-end node and for communication between the front-end node and replica nodes. Therefore, when a client requires data with a degree of RDF of T p , it can request only data that satisfies condition 3. When a replica transmits updates to another replica, some processes are necessary. For example, when an update is propagated, a communication delay occurs and updates are deferred for some period in order to aggregate some updates into one refresh transaction [18] . In addition, each replica needs to keep update logs so that if it fails, any updates are recovered and pending updates are reliably sent to other replicas [8] . Because the delays caused by these processes occur at each replica, we consider this condition to be acceptable.
Algorithm
Terminology
To explain our algorithm, we define the following four terms. In these terms, we refer to a replica group as simply a replica.
• read replica (set)
A read replica is a replica to which a front-end node sends a read transaction to obtain the value of a data object. We denote the set of read replicas used to obtain data with the required T p as a read replica set. A range originator of replica r is a replica that originates a refresh transaction and from which the transaction can reach r within time T p with probability p when the degree of RDF required by a client is T p . This means that the upper confidence limit of the delay from a range originator to replica r with probability p is T p . Let O i be the set of range originators of replica i. We say that replica j is covered or uncovered by replica i if j ∈ O i or j O i , respectively. A classified replica is a replica whose set of range originators is not a subset of those of any other replica. A mandatory replica is a classified replica that has one or more range originators that are not range originators of any other classified replicas.
We describe the above terms by using the simple example shown in Fig. 5 . In this example, we assume that the delay along two links is equal to or less than T p with Fig. 5 Example of a read replica set, range originators, classified replicas, and mandatory replicas.
probability p and the delay along three links is more than T p , when the degree of RDF required by a client is T p . The range originators of replica 15 are 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18. Because the range originators of replicas 5, 9, and 15 contain all the replicas in the tree, the set of these three replicas is a read replica set. Because the set of range originators of replica 5 is not a subset of any other replica, replica 5 is a classified replica. On the other hand, because the set of range originators of replica 4 is a subset of that of replica 5, replica 4 is not a classified replica. Classified replicas in this example are 2, 3, 4, 9, 13, and 15. Because it is the only classified replica that covers 18, 15 is a mandatory replica.
Calculation of a Minimum Read Replica Set
In this section, we describe an algorithm for selecting a minimum read replica set when an update is propagated into replicas connected by a tree. When the delay time between replicas is given by a probability distribution and an upper confidence limit, the problem of finding a read replica set has different properties from those of the problems of weighted graphs in graph theory. For example, when there is a replica j on the path from i to k, the distance from replica i to k is the sum of the distances from i to j and from j to k in the weighted graph. However, let d xy be the upper confidence limit of the delay time from replica x to y with probability p. Then, d ik is not the sum of d i j and d jk . For another example, when there are replicas k on the paths from replica i to l and from j to l and when d ik ≤ d jk , it is not always true that d il ≤ d jl . To prove Theorem 2 below, we use two properties of the upper confidence limit of delay in a tree. The first is that if d ik ≤ T p , then d i j ≤ T p and d jk ≤ T p for any replica j on the path from replica i to k. The second is that if d i j > T p , then d ik > T p for any replica k that satisfies the condition that replica j is on the path from replica i to k.
Our algorithm incrementally constructs minimum read replica set R composed of only classified replicas.
Theorem 1:
There is at least one read replica set consisting of only classified replicas, and this set has a minimum number of read replicas among all the read replica sets.
Proof: Let R o be one of the read replica sets that have a minimum number of read replicas. Let O i be the set of range originators of replica i. Then, for all read replicas i ∈ R o that are not classified replicas, there is at least one classified replica j that satisfies O i ⊂ O j . Let R m be a read replica set constructed by replacing replica i ∈ R o with j. Thus, R m has a minimum number of read replicas and R m consists of only classified replicas. Figure 6 shows our algorithm for calculating a minimum read replica set. T o is the original tree for update propagation and T s is a subtree of T o constructed by our algorithm. V, S , C, and M are the sets of replicas covered by i ∈ R, replicas in T s , classified replicas for T s , and mandatory replicas in each iteration, respectively.
Step (2) removes replicas covered by replicas in R from O i .
Step (3) identifies the classified replicas for T s .
Step (4) removes the classified replicas that have the same range originators.
Step (5) calculates the mandatory replicas. In step (6) , all the mandatory replicas are added to R, because a mandatory replica has at least one replica that is not included in the range originators of any classified replicas.
Step (8) constructs minimum subtree T s including all the uncovered replicas, assuming the weight of all edges is 1. Steps (2) to (9) are iterated until there is at least one replica that covers all the replicas uncovered by any replica i ∈ R in T s .
Step (10) adds one of these replicas that covers all the replicas uncovered by any replica to R, and then the algorithm terminates. 
j for any replica j on the path from k to i, O be a set of range originators of replica i in the m th iteration. For any replica i, assuming that i is the root of T s , there is at least one leaf replica from which an update cannot reach i within T p with probability p when our algorithm does not terminate. None of the leaf replicas are covered by any i ∈ R in each iteration. First, as shown in Fig. 7 , we label replica i "1". Next, we label a child of replica i "2" if there is at least one leaf replica among the child and its descendants from which an update cannot reach i within T p with probability p. Third, we assume that the replica with "2" is the root of T s and give an unlabeled child of the replica with "2" the label "3" if there is at least one leaf replica among the child and its descendants from which the update transaction cannot reach the replica with "2" within T p with probability p. We repeat this process until we find the replica with "n" that satisfies the condition that an update originated by unlabeled children of the replica with "n" and their descendants can reach the replica with "n" within T p with probability p. Let T r be a tree consisting of the replica with "n", its unlabeled children, and their descendants, assuming that the replica with "n" is the root of T s , as shown in Fig. 7 . Let T l be a tree consisting of all the replicas that are included in T s and not included in T r . Then, all the replicas in T r are range originators of the replica with "n" and there is no replica in T l that covers all the replicas in T r . Hence, there is no
n is the set of range originators of the replica with "n" in the m th iteration. In addition, there is no replica in T l that is uncovered by the replica with "n" and that is covered by a replica covering all the replicas in T r because of the second property described at the beginning of this subsection. Hence, there is no replica i in T r that satisfies O
i . Therefore, one of the replicas with "n" or whose range originators are the same as those of the replica with "n" is a mandatory replica for replica u, where u is a replica in T r and u is uncovered by the replica with "n-1". Since every iteration can find at least one such mandatory replica, this algorithm terminates after a finite number of iterations.
Theorem 2:
Our algorithm calculates a minimum read replica set.
Proof: From Lemma 2, the addition of mandatory replicas in T s to R in each iteration is equal to the addition of classified replicas in T o to R. Therefore, this algorithm adds only replicas that are necessary in each iteration to construct a read replica set consisting of only classified replicas in T o to R and adds only one replica after each iteration. Hence, our algorithm calculates a minimum read replica set from the principle of optimality and terminates after a finite number of iterations from Lemma 3.
Here, we discuss the complexity of our algorithm. In steps (3), (4), and (5), n(n − 1)/2 comparisons of O i are necessary at most, where n is the number of replicas. In steps (2) and (7), at most n processes are necessary.
Step (8) needs m processes at most, where m is the number of edges in T s . The total number of iterations is at most n. Hence, the complexity of the algorithm is O(n 3 ) at most.
Example
Here, we demonstrate our algorithm by using an example. Figure 8 shows tree T o used for update propagation in this example. To simplify the example, we assume that the delay time along one edge with probability p is equal to or less than the degree of RDF T p required by a client, but that delay time along a path consisting of more than one edge with probability p is more than T p . In the first iteration, our algorithm identifies the classified replicas in the tree. The black and gray circles in the figure are the classified replicas. Replica 2 is the mandatory replica of 1, replica 7 that of 8 and 9, 10 that of 11, 14 that of 15, 17 that of 18 and 19, and 22 that of 23 and 24. In this iteration, R = {2, 7, 10, 14, 17, 22} and the uncovered replicas are 4, 5, 12, and 20. If we remove replicas covered by replicas in R from the tree, the two connected components remain: trees composed of replica sets {4, 5, 12} and {20}.
In the second iteration, we construct the minimum subtree of T o , T s , as shown in Fig. 9 . The hatched circles are covered by replicas in R. The tree including 4, 5, 12, and 20 is the tree composed of 4, 5, 12, 13, and 20. In this iteration, we again calculate the classified replicas for T s . The black and gray circles are the classified replicas. Replicas 4 and 13 are mandatory replicas for 5 and 20, respectively. Therefore, R = {2, 4, 7, 13, 14, 22}. Because all the replicas are covered by replicas in R after this iteration, our algorithm terminates.
Feasibility of Implementation
As described above, our algorithm calculates a minimum read replica set that exactly satisfies the client's required RDF. For practical use, it is sufficient that the client's required RDF is specified by steps of RDF rather than by a continuous value of RDF because the complexity of our algorithm cannot be ignored for per-transaction processing. We assume that the degree of RDF is classified into n steps of
, an application's required T p is usually satisfied by data with s i , where T p is the degree of RDF required. Hence, because our algorithm is periodically calculated n times, the complexity of our algorithm should not noticeably reduce the performance of transaction processing.
Evaluation
To find the feasible range of view divergence achieved by our algorithm, we evaluated the relationship between the degree of RDF and the number of read replicas calculated by our algorithm. This relationship depends on the topology of the update propagation and on the propagation delay between replicas. For the topology, we used the randomly generated tree shown in Fig. 10 . The maximum degree of a node in the tree was 5, which means that the maximum fan-out of a replica for update propagation is 4. The total number of replicas in the tree was 100.
The delay in update propagation in an actual network is very complicated. However, our objective was to roughly evaluate the range of the degree of RDF that could be controlled by our algorithm, so we used a Gamma function as the probability density function for the delay time on each direction of each link. This function is generally represented by Fig. 10 Randomly generated tree for update propagation used for evaluation.
Fig. 11
Probability density functions of delay from a replica to an adjacent replica for immediate and deferred propagation.
We evaluated two delay-time situations: one in which every refresh transaction is immediately transmitted to replicas that have not received it, and one in which update transactions are aggregated into one request and then transmitted [18] . We call the first situation immediate propagation and the second situation deferred propagation. We used two probability density functions, each with different Gamma function parameters in each situation, and one of the two functions was randomly assigned to each direction of each link. The parameters in the immediate propagation situation were i) c = 200 (ms), α = 20, and r = 1 and ii) c = 400 (ms), α = 20, and r = 2. The parameters in the deferred propagation situation were i) c = 10 (s), α = 2, and r = 1 and ii) c = 20 (s), α = 2, and r = 2. Figure 11 shows the Gamma functions in the immediate and deferred propagation situations. Labels in the form n(r) close on links (or edges) between i and j (i < j) in Fig. 10 represent the assigned delay functions. If n = 1 or 2, the assigned delay functions from i to j are functions with a smaller or larger c, respectively. If r = 1 (2), the assigned functions of delay from j to i are the functions with the smaller (larger) c. The maximum delay in the tree is from replica 94 to replica 98. The delay time with probability p = 0.95 was equal to or less than 9.35 and 325.5 s in the immediate and deferred propagation situations, respectively. Therefore, the view divergence of a normal read transaction, which means obtaining data from a local replica of a client, is 9.35 s and 325.5 s in the immediate and deferred propagation situations, respectively. Figure 12 shows the relationship between the degree of RDF and the number of read replicas calculated using our algorithm. As shown in this figure, our method can control the range of RDF from 4.029 to 9.35 s and from 136.3 to 325.5 s by acquiring data from one replica in the immediate and deferred propagation situations, respectively. When the number of read replicas is from four or fewer replicas, the ranges in the immediate and deferred propagation situations are from 2.433 to 9.35 s and from 80.33 to 325.5 s, respectively. Figure 13 shows the standard deviation of the number of read replicas in 50 different tree structures that were randomly generated under the same conditions as those in Fig. 12 . From the figure, the standard deviation is at most 2.36 when RDFs 4.37 × 10 −1 and 1.24 × 10 are requested in the immediate and deferred situations, respectively. Therefore, the difference in the numbers of read replicas in different tree structures is very small. Figure 14 depicts the number of read replicas when the maximum degrees of nodes are 5, 8 and 12. The difference in the numbers of read replicas in these three different conditions is equal to or less than 4 when T p is more than 2.0 and 6.0 × 10 in the immediate and deferred situations, respectively. Therefore, if a very small RDF is not requested, the increase in the number of read replicas is very small even when the maximum degree of nodes is increased.
For comparison, we calculated the RDF when probabilistic selection of the read replicas was used, which is similar to the selection of replicas to which a refresh transaction is transmitted in a probabilistic broadcast [18] , [19] . Figure 15 shows the relationship between the number of read replicas and the RDF (T p ) normalized by the view divergence of a normal read transaction in the network of Fig. 10 . This graph shows the number of replicas needed to obtain data of T p with probability p = 0.95 when updates randomly originate at replicas. From this figure, the number of read replicas needed to obtain data of T p with probability 0.9 increased when the normalized T p was less than 0.667. With our method, the number of read replicas began to increase when the normalized T p was less than 0.431. The curve is close to that of probabilistic selection with probability 0.6. Therefore, our method increases the probability that data with the required RDF can be obtained from 0.6p = 0.57 to 1.0p = 0.95. Figure 16 shows the dependence of the feasible range achieved by our method on the scale of a replicated database system. We used randomly generated trees with 500 and 1000 replicas as well as the tree with 100 replicas shown in Fig. 10 . The horizontal and vertical axes represent the normalized RDF in the randomly generated trees and the number of read replicas, respectively. Achieving a normalized RDF of 0.4 requires 2, 2, and 3 read replicas for the trees with 100, 500, and 1000 replicas, respectively. For a normalized RDF of 0.3, we need 3, 3, and 11 read replicas for the trees with 100, 500, and 1000 replicas, respectively. For a normalized RDF of 0.25, we need 4, 7, and 16 replicas for the trees with 100, 500, and 1000 read replicas, respectively. Our method does not require impractical numbers of read replicas to achieve a normalized RDF of 0.4 for the trees with 100, 500, and, 1000 replicas. The number of read replicas is also feasible for achieving a normalized RDF of 0.3 for 100 and 500 replicas and normalized RDF of 0.25 for 100 replicas. When a small RDF is required for a large number of replicas, a larger number of read replicas is necessary. For example, 16 read replicas are necessary to achieve a normalized RDF of 0.25 for 1000 replicas. However, when a small RDF is not frequently required, a front-end node can issue a request to 16 read replicas in the present network environment. In addition, the number of read replicas does not increase as much as the total number of replicas. For example, when the total number of replicas increases 10 times from 100 to 1000 replicas, the number of read replicas increases 4 times from 4 to 16 read replicas even for a normalized RDF of 0.25. Therefore, our method is available even if it is used in a large-scale replicated system.
In our method, replicas process two types of transactions: read and update. Here, we analyze the load of replicas and the number of messages for each type of transaction. For simple evaluation, we assume the following conditions. First, update transactions arrive at replicas at regular intervals. Second, replicas aggregate update transactions for a different regular interval before forwarding them. Third, update propagation delay is caused only by aggregating update transactions. We call the interval to aggregate update transactions the update aggregation period. The longer the update aggregation period, the smaller the number of messages and the load of replicas for update transactions, where how much they are decreased depends on transaction semantics and applications. In our method, the smaller the requested RDF is, the larger the number of replicas that must process the same read transactions in different replicas. Hence, the larger the ratio of the number of messages needed for one read transaction in our method to that for a normal read transaction, the larger the number of messages and the load of replicas for read transactions. We call this ratio the read overhead ratio. Figure 17 shows the relationship between RDF, update aggregation period, and read overhead ratio. When a particular RDF is requested, there is a trade-off between read overhead ratio and update aggregation period. In this figure, the update aggregation period means the average number of aggregated update transactions. Figure 17 shows that our method can provide data with any requested RDF for any update aggregation period. Therefore, our method enables clients to obtain data with the requested RDF in lazy group replication. In addition, when the number of update transactions is much more than that of read ones or when the load of a read transaction is very light due to its simplicity, our method can decrease the number of messages and the load of replicas to process two types of transactions by adjusting the update aggregation period.
Related Work
The required freshness of data can vary depending on the application and its state. In the example of mobile host location tracking, recent data is required immediately after a host has moved. In contrast, when a host has been connected to the same location for a long time, recent data is not important.
The method described by Pacitti et al. [8] improves the freshness of replicated data in lazy master replication. In their method, freshness is defined as the ratio of updated replicas to all replicas. Their method thus improves the freshness of the entire replicated database system. When applications using the same data require the same degree of freshness, this method is suitable. When the requirements of an application change depending on the situation, as described above, and the number of requests requiring recent data is not too high, our method is more suitable because the gradual propagation of updates decreases the load imposed by processing refresh transactions.
Epsilon serializability [20] - [23] is a generalization of serializability [2] . It brings more concurrency by allowing a limited amount of inconsistency in transaction processing. In this method, the amount of inconsistency is controlled. The difference between data values of a data object caused by inconsistency is the divergence of data value for clients. On the other hand, our method controls the divergence of data value for clients in terms of the freshness of updates reflected in a data value obtained by a client.
Recently data replication and caching methods have been studied for distributed systems with unreliable components such as peer-to-peer and ad-hoc networks [24] , [25] . Such systems are usually composed of individually administrated hosts that dynamically join and leave systems. These methods can probabilistically provide high availability when operational replicas satisfy particular conditions. In contrast, the system components of enterprises need to be managed so that the availability and performance of their services are controllable and predictable. Our system is designed for such environments. On the other hand, when data objects shared in peer-to-peer and ad-hoc networks are managed using lazy group replication and frequently updated, the view divergence of replicated data in these networks must be controlled, which needs further investigation.
Conclusion
We have proposed a method for controlling the view divergence of the recentness of an update transaction reflected in data obtained by clients from a replicated database. Our method controls the view divergence by making a client ac-cess several effectively selected replicas. We first evaluated the range of view divergence achieved by our method by simulation with 100 replicas. When the view divergence for a normal read transaction is 9.35 or 325.5 s with probability 0.95, our method can control the divergence in the range from 2.433 to 9.35 or from 80.33 to 325.5 s by reading from four or fewer replicas. The simulation with 500 and 1000 replicas showed that when the total number of replicas increases 10 times from 100 to 1000 replicas, the number of replicas accessed by a client increases 4 times from 4 to 16 replicas to achieve 1/4 RDF. Hence, our method can be applied in a large-scale replicated system.
We plan to develop a method for enumerating minimum read replica sets in order to balance the load between replicas. We also plan to develop a distributed algorithm that calculates the minimum read replica set by modifying the algorithm described in this paper.
